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equally distributed among onsumers or the resoure is in the handsof a unique manager. When the owner is a unique agent, it an be amonopoly in the leading eonomy or the government in the followerountry, whih allows us to study how the loation of the propertyrights may a�et the results.Keywords: Property rights, international trade, renewable naturalresoures, endogenous growth, sustainability, tehnologial di�usion.JEL Codes: C61, C62, Q20, F18.1 IntrodutionThe literature on sustainable growth developed during the nineties makesgrowth and environmental sustainability ompatible by maintaining a steadyow of tehnologial innovation, a onlusion that is roughly onsistent withthe historial experiene of industrialized ountries. However, only a reduedgroup of industrial ountries aounts for the majority of the R&D expendi-ture (see, for example, Coe et al. 1997). These ountries are the tehnologialleaders and the rest of the ountries in the world an be onsidered tehno-logial followers. In reent studies, trade between tehnologial leader andfollower ountries is seen as one of the main hannels for tehnologial dif-fusion. The pattern of trade between developing and industrial ountriesis frequently haraterized by the following property: developing ountriesexport an environmentally intensive produt in exhange for apital and teh-nology intensive goods from industrial ountries. Within this framework oftehnology di�usion through trade, in this paper we analyze the e�et ofdi�erent property rights regimes for the natural resoure on the long-rungrowth rate of the two trading eonomies and the resoure onservation.We formulate a two-ountry trade model that jointly determines the long-run growth rates of two di�erent eonomies. One of the trading ountriesis a tehnologial leader that invests in the expansion of the varieties ofprodutive inputs, whereas its ounterpart is a tehnologial follower ountrywith no investment, and whih is endowed with a renewable natural resoure.Firstly, we study the setting of a entral authority ownership for the naturalresoure, ase in whih the natural resoure is in the hands of a uniqueowner. We distinguish two ases depending on whether this owner is thenational entral government (domesti government regime), or a monopolisti�rm loated in the leading eonomy (foreign monopoly regime). Seondly,2



we study the ase where the property rights for the resoure are dividedamong many owners who are granted an exlusive aess to their individualallotment (shared-property regime). Our main goal is to analyze how thelong-run sustainable growth equilibrium varies aross these three di�erentproperty rights regimes.Trade relationship between di�erent eonomies has rarely been taken intoaount by the literature on sustainable growth. Among the exeptions, ina previous work, Cabo et al. (2005) studies a bilateral trade between aresoure-dependent eonomy and a tehnologial leader ountry. Althoughthere is no trade on tehnologial innovation, the growth in the resoure-dependent eonomy omes from the innovative ountry, through internationaltrade. Another exeption is El��asson & Turnovsky (2004), whom analyze thesustainability of the eonomi growth for a small open eonomy with a renew-able natural resoure. This eonomy is de�ned by two setors, the harvestingof the natural resoure and the prodution of the �nal output. In the former,the harvested resoure is used to purhase imports of a onsumption goodfrom abroad. Eonomi growth omes from apital aumulation externali-ties in the �nal output setor. Under these assumptions neither the resoureonservation nor the international trade are essential to generate sustainablegrowth.In Cabo et al. (2007a, b), the idea of the international trade as a han-nel for eonomi growth merges with the two-setor eonomy modeled byEl��asson & Turnovsky. In these works, the harvested resoure is not tradedabroad but it beomes an essential fator in the �nal output setor. Inthis last setor, eonomi growth omes as an expansion in the varieties ofintermediate inputs imported from a tehnologial leader ountry. There-fore, the tehnology di�usion through the trade of intermediate inputs is thetransmission mehanism for growth from a tehnologially leading to a fol-lower eonomy. While Cabo et al. (2007a) ompares foreign investment withmutual invention, Cabo et al. (2007b) explores the resoure urse/blessinghypothesis. The present paper inherits the main features of these modelsand analyzes how di�erent ownership regimes for the property rights of thenatural resoure (foreign vs. domesti, single vs. multiple ownership) a�etthe eonomi growth rate and the natural resoure onservation.There is a vast literature on property rights and natural resoures ex-ploitation, although it signi�antly shrinks when eonomi growth or in-ternational trade aspets are onsidered. The management of open-aessresoures and the di�erenes between well-de�ned and ill-de�ned property3



rights regimes are well studied in the literature. However, as far as we know,no attempt has been made to ompare growth rates and resoure exploita-tion levels under di�erent well-de�ned property rights regimes, taking intoaount foreign versus domesti, and single versus multiple ownership, whihis our main goal. To plae our work within this stream of the literature, weomment those works more losely related.The sustainability of the eonomi growth when the harvested resoureis an essential input in the prodution of �nal output is also analyzed byMAusland (2005) and L�opez et al. (2007). The former ompares the eo-nomi growth of a losed and an open eonomy, under the assumption ofan open-aess natural resoure. In ontrast L�opez et al. (2007) fouseson a small open eonomy and studies the sustainability of growth underthe assumption that the property rights belong to a entral authority versusthe open-aess exploitation regime. They onsider two types of �nal goodsdepending on whether or not the natural resoure has been used as a produ-tive input. Both �nal goods an be invested to inrease the natural resourestok. This allows the resoure extration rate to be higher than the nat-ural regeneration inde�nitely along the sustainable growth equilibrium. Inontrast, our assumptions of a single resoure based �nal good and no in-vestment in natural apital make the environmental restrition stronger. Inaddition, our paper di�ers from L�opez et al. in the onern about the prop-erty rights of the natural resoure. While they ompare well-de�ned versusill-de�ned property rights, we do so for three well-de�ned property rightsregimes, in whih property rights belong to a monopolisti foreign �rm, aentral national authority, or they are shared by many private harvesters.The assumption of a priori well-de�ned property rights within the ontextof international trade is reinfored by Hotte et al. (2000). They fous on theendogenous determination and evolution of de fato property rights regimeand show how the opening of trade may transform an open-aess regimeinto a well-de�ned property rights regime.We show that, in the long-run, the stok of the resoure is onservedat a lower level when the property rights are split among many ownersthan when the resoure is exploited by a unique manager, either the do-mesti government or the foreign monopoly. We also show that when thetrading eonomies have market power, and so the terms of trade are de-termined through supply-demand deisions, the long-run growth rate of thetwo eonomies is greater when the property rights of the resoure are in thehands of a foreign monopoly �rm in the leading eonomy. On the ontrary,4



assuming small eonomies with exogenous terms of trade, what matters isnot the foreign or domesti ownership of the property rights but the degree ofompetitiveness in the harvesting setor. That is, the foreign monopoly andthe domesti government regimes lead to the same long-run growth rate thatan be either higher or lower than that attained under the shared-propertyregime.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the two-ountry trade model when the property rights for the natural resoure belongto a single manager, either the monopoly �rm in the leading ountry or thegovernment in the follower ountry. Setion 3 haraterizes the sustainablegrowth path under both regimes and ompares the results. Setion 4 in-trodues the ase of many harvesters of the natural resoure, the so alledshared-property regime, and ompares the results under the three propertyrights regimes. Finally, setion 5 onludes.2 The modelThis setion develops a two-ountry endogenous growth model of the typedesribed by Barro & Sala-i-Martin (1999)(Chapter 8). Upon this modelwe assume that one of the eonomies has two setors, a �nal output and anatural resoure setor, similar to the formulation in El��asson & Turnovsky(2004). Tehnologial improvements in this ountry are imported from atehnologially leading ountry. Following Barro & Sala-i-Martin (1999),tehnologial innovation arried out in the leading eonomy, L, ows to thefollower ountry, F , through the trade of new varieties of produtive inputs.Correspondingly, onsumers in the leading ountry buy �nal goods produedin ountry F .2.1 The tehnologial followerTwo setors oexist in this eonomy. The resoure setor, whih uses labor toharvest a renewable natural resoure; and the �nal output setor with threeprodutive inputs: labor, the extrated resoure, and the intermediate goodsinvented in and traded from the leading eonomy.The stok of the renewable natural resoure, S, evolves aording to thenatural reprodution of the resoure minus the rate of harvest. The reprodu-tion funtion, G(S), is assumed to be of the well-known logisti or Verlhust5



type (see, for example, Clark, 1990):G(S) = ~gS �1� SC� ;where onstants ~g and C denote the intrinsi growth rate of the naturalresoure and the arrying apaity or saturation level of the resoure, respe-tively.The harvesting of the natural resoure, H(v; S) depends upon labor andupon the abundane of the renewable resoure (its stok). Thus, the harvestrate an be represented byH(v; S) = B [(1� v)LF ℄1�Æ S�; 0 < Æ < 1; B > 0; 0 � � � 1; (1)where LF is the onstant labor fore, v is the portion of labor alloated tothe �nal output setor (1� v to the resoure setor). Parameter � measuresthe elastiity of harvesting with respet to the stok of the resoure. Thedereasing marginal return to the stok of the natural resoure omes as aresult of the hypothesis of ongestion, while the dereasing marginal returnto labor is a onsequene of ultimate gear saturation. One partiular aseis given by � = 0, whih implies that harvesting is independent of the stoksize (as, for example, in El��asson & Turnovsky (2004)). Another partiularase is � = 1, where the harvest rate orresponds to the well-known Shaeferpattern used in many other models. In this ase, the harvest is proportionalto the stok of the renewable resoure.1 To simplify notation, we shall namethe harvest ow H, omitting the arguments v and S.Thus, the dynamis of S is:2_S = ~gS �1� SC�� B [(1� v)LF ℄1�Æ S�; S(0) = S0: (2)The �nal good prodution of a representative �rm presents the followingfuntional form:YF = AF (vLF )1���� NXj=1 X�FjH�; AF > 0; 0 < �; �; � + � < 1; (3)1The hypothesis � = 0 is appropriate for forests or �sh living lose to the surfae;whereas, � = 1 is suitable for bottom-dwelling �sh (see El��asson & Turnovsky (2004) andreferenes therein).2The time argument is eliminated when no onfusion an arise.6



where XFj is the amount of nondurable input of type j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, tradedfrom the leader to the follower ountry. The output produers pay pFj unitsof YF for one unit of XFj to innovators in the tehnologial leader ountry.This output-prodution funtion with an expanding variety of inputs hasoften been used in the literature, and it is based on Dixit & Stiglitz (1977),Ethier (1982) and Spene (1976). In addition to labor and intermediategoods, we onsider the natural resoure as an essential fator for prodution.This funtion presents diminishing marginal produtivity for eah input vLF ,XFj and H, and onstant returns to sale for all inputs taken together.By perfet ompetition, net marginal produtivities are equated to fatorpries:wF =(1����) YFvLF ; pH=�YFH ; XFj=(vLF ) 1����1�� ��AFpFj � 11��H �1�� ; (4)where wF is the wage rate in the �nal output setor and pH is the prie ofthe natural resoure.2.2 The tehnologial leaderThe prodution funtion of a representative �rm in the �nal output setoris:3 YL = ALL1��L NXj=1 X�Lj: (5)By equating the marginal produt to input pries, the wage rate, wL, andthe total demand of intermediate good j by produers, XLj, an be writtenas: wL = (1� �)YLLL ; XLj = LL��ALpj � 11�� ; (6)where pj are the units of output payed to innovators for one unit of theintermediate input j.As there are no innovators in the follower ountry, the prodution ofintermediate goods is fully arried out in the leading ountry. This situation3Subsript L denotes variables orresponding to the leading ountry. Parameters ALand LL may di�er from their orresponding parameters for ountry F . Di�erenes betweenAF and AL ould reet di�erenes in government poliies. The gap between LF and LLwould reet the di�erenes in sale between the two eonomies.7



applies as long as intelletual property rights are proteted both domestiallyand internationally. One the innovator has invented the new intermediategood of type j, the unitary ost of prodution is one unit of YL, while thesale prie equals pj units of YL. The monopolisti innovator deides the priepj to maximize her instantaneous pro�ts from sales to �nal output produersin L and F : �j = (pj � 1) (XLj +XFj) ;where XLj and XFj are given in equations (6) and (4).The optimal prie for this problem is:pj = 1=� > 1:The terms of trade that de�ne ommere between these two ountries an bede�ned as the ratio between the units of YL and the units of YF payed for thesame unit of intermediate good, that is, pF = pj=pFj . Given this de�nition,one pj is known, the units of �nal output of ountry F paid for one unit ofthe intermediate good j, an be written as a funtion of the terms of trade,that is, pFj = 1=(�pF ): Therefore, the amount of every intermediate good ineah ountry is:XLj = XL = LLA 11��L � 21�� ;XFj = XF = (vLF ) 1����1�� (pFAF ) 11��� 21��H �1�� : (7)Note that although XL is onstant, the quantity XF depends on pF , v andH (whih is a funtion of v and S).The ost to invent a new type of produt is �xed at � units of outputYL. Furthermore, an innovator must pay a ost to transfer and adapt herprodut for use in ountry F . This ost is �xed at � units of output YL, with0 < � < �. We assume free entry into the business of being an inventor sothat, in equilibrium, the present value of the pro�ts for eah intermediategood must equal � + �, that is,� + � = Z 1t (pj � 1)(XL +XF )e��r(s;t)(s�t)ds; (8)where �r(s; t) = [1=(s� t)℄ R st r(w)dw is the average interest rate betweentimes t and s. 8



Di�erentiating (8) with respet to t and taking into aount that XF andr are time-dependent, it follows that:r = (1� �)(XL +XF )�(� + �) : (9)2.3 Property rights on the natural resoureEonomi growth in the two trading eonomies will be driven by tehnologialimprovements made by innovators in the leading eonomy. The required in-vestment is assoiated with the returns obtained by innovators, whih dependon the demand of the intermediate goods made by �nal output produers inthe leader and the follower ountries. In ountry F , the adoption of newtehnologial goods developed abroad depends on the purhase power of do-mesti �rms. As we will show later, the loation of the property rights of thenatural resoure (whih an be either in the leader or in the follower ountry)inuenes the terms of trade between both ountries.In this setion we study two di�erent property rights regimes for thenatural resoure loated in the follower ountry. First, we assume that theproperty rights of the natural resoure are in the hands of a foreign monopoly�rm loated at the tehnologially leading ountry. Seond, we onsider thatthe government in the follower ountry nationalizes the natural resoure.Either the foreign monopolisti �rm (in L) or the domesti government (inF ) harvests the resoure and exploits its monopoly power, while selling theresoure to �nal output produers in the follower ountry, to maximize thepresent value of her objetive funtion.When the natural resoure is managed by a monopolisti agent, she knowsthe demand funtion of the resoure made by �nal output produers in thefollower ountry, given in (4). The resoure's demand an be written as:Hd(pH ; v) = ��AF (vLF )1����NX�FpH � 11�� : (10)Furthermore, the market learing onditionB(LF (1� v))1�ÆS� = ��AF (vLF )1����NX�FpH � 11��
9



de�nes the prie of the resoure pH as a funtion of v and S, for given valuesof N and XF , pH(v; S) = �AF (vLF )1����NX�F[B(LF (1� v))1�ÆS�℄1�� : (11)Therefore, the monopolisti manager of the resoure knows the proess ofprie formation. With this information, when the manager deides the de-mand of labor, (1 � v)LF , she determines the amount harvested (given S),and its prie (given N and XF ).The monopoly in the leading ountry, given wF hooses the demand oflabor in the resoure setor to maximize her stream of pro�ts, given by� = pHH � wF (1� v)LF ;through an in�nite time horizon, disounted at the average interest ratebetween 0 and t, �r(t; 0) = 1=t R t0 r(w) dw. This �rm is onerned with thedynamis of the natural resoure in (2). Thus, her maximization problemreads: maxv V =Z 10 �(v; S) e��r(t;0)t dt; (12)s.t.: _S = G(S)�H(v; S); S(0) = S0;where �(v; S) = pH(v; S)H(v; S)� wF (1� v)LF .The �rst-order onditions for optimality are given by:�"pHv Hv + (�f � 1)�H�v = wFpH LF ; (13)_�f�f = r �G0(S) + �H�S � 1�f �"pHS HS + �H�S �� _pHpH ; (14)where "pHx = (�pH=�x)(x=pH) is the elastiity of pH with respet to x 2fv; Sg, �f is the shadow value of the renewable resoure and �f = �f=pH isa modi�ed shadow value, de�ned as the ratio between the shadow value ofthe stok of the resoure and the prie of the harvested resoure in terms ofdomesti output. Subsript f stands for foreign monopoly.Considering a domesti government regime, the government in F max-imizes the present value of utility for the representative onsumer. A rep-resentative onsumer in ountry F has one unit of labor per unit of time10



and reeives a salary wF plus the revenues from harvesting, �, that the gov-ernment transfers to onsumers (voters) in form of lump-sum subsidies, ateah instant. Sine no innovative ativity exists in ountry F and there isno international trade on �nanial assets, onsumers in ountry F do notaumulate assets and they onsume all their inome. Therefore, her budgetonstraint is F = wF + �LF = pHHLF + wFv; (15)where F is the per apita onsumption. The government also determinesthe demand of labor in the resoure setor. However, it does not maximizepro�ts, but the present value of per apita utility, de�ned as u(F ) = ln F .The government dynamis problem reads:maxv V = Z 10 u(F ) e��t dt; (16)s.t.: _S = G(S)�H(v; S); S(0) = S0;F = pH(v; S)H(v; S)LF + wFv;where � > 0 is the soial disount rate. The �rst order onditions for opti-mality are given by:�"pHv Hv + (�d � 1)�H�v = wFpH LF ; (17)_�d�d = ��G0(S) + �H�S � 1�d �"pHS HS + �H�S �+ _FF � _pHpH ; (18)where �d is the shadow value of the resoure, and �d = �dLF=(u0pH) is themodi�ed shadow value, de�ned as the ratio between the shadow value ofthe stok of the resoure and the prie of the harvested resoure,4 this ratiois saled by the population in the follower ountry. Subsript d stands fordomesti government.The elastiities "pHv and "pHS only depend on v and S. Likewise, the ratiowF=pH is also a funtion of these two variables,5 sine from (4) it follows4Notie that �d measures utility, while �d=u0 an be de�ned as the shadow value of thestok of the resoure in units of output YF .5Note that although wF and pH depend on N and XF , this is not the ase neither forthe elastiities nor for the quotient wF =pH .11



that: wFpH = 1� �� �� HvLF :Therefore, if the modi�ed shadow values of the resoure, �f and �d, equate,then from equations (13) and (17) immediately follows that, for a given stokof the resoure, the foreign monopoly �rm and the government in ountry Fwould demand the same amount of labor to harvest the resoure. As we willsee this is the ase along the steady-state equilibria.2.4 ConsumersConsumers in the leading ountry aumulate assets in the form of ownershiplaims on innovative �rms. No aumulation if feasible for onsumers inountry F . A representative onsumer in F deides on labor alloation inthe �nal output setor or in the resoure setor. Sine onsumers have noproperty rights on the resoure, she deides disregarding the dynamis of thenatural resoure. With perfet mobility of labor, her stati optimal deisionequates wages in both setors.The budget onstraints for onsumers in both, the leading and the followerountries, adopt di�erent forms, depending on the resoure property rightsregime.If a foreign monopolisti �rm loated at ountry L exploits the resoure,the budget onstraint for a onsumer in ountry L is:6_aL = raL + wL + pF �LL � L � pF LF ; aL(0) = aL0; (19)where aL are the per-apita assets, r is the rate of return on assets, Lis the per-apita onsumption of the �nal domesti good, and LF is theper-apita onsumption of the �nal good imported from the tehnologialfollower at a prie pF . In (19) we are assuming that onsumers in ountry Lequally share the monopolisti extrative �rm and reeive an equal portionof the dividends that it generates. The prie of the domesti �nal good isde�ned as the numeraire, pL = 1. Consequently pF is also the prie of thegood imported from F . A representative onsumer maximizes the utility (a6The arguments of funtions H(v; S) and �(v; S) are generally skipped for notationalsimpliity. 12



logarithmi funtion) of the streams of domesti and imported onsumptions,disounted at rate �:maxL;LF U = Z 10 [ln(L) + ln(LF )℄ e��tdt; (20)subjet to (19). With no international asset exhange, onsumers in ountryF annot invest on assets, but all their earnings are onsumed. Therefore,any time it holds that: F = wF : (21)If the resoure is not exploited by a foreign monopoly, but by the domestigovernment, per apita onsumption is given by (15).Investment in assets in the leading ountry is independent of the monop-olisti exploitation bene�ts, and its dynamis oinides with_aL = raL + wL � L � pF LF ; aL(0) = aL0: (22)A representative onsumer maximizes (20) subjet to (22).The �rst order onditions for problems (20) subjet to (19), and (20)subjet to (22), lead to the same relationship between domesti and importedonsumptions and their growth rates:L = pF LF ; _LL = r � �; _LFLF = r � �� _pFpF : (23)With no international exhange of assets, total households' assets in theleading eonomy, aLLL, are equal to the market value of the �rms that pro-due these intermediate goods, (� + �)N . Therefore, households' assets runparallel to the number of varieties of intermediate inputs, N . The dynamisof the number of intermediate goods, N , an be obtained from the equal-ity aLLL = (� + �)N , taking into aount the salary in the tehnologiallyleading ountry, given in (6), the relationship�2YL = NXL; (24)and the assets dynamis. Therefore, taking into aount (19) and (22), thegrowth rate of N for a foreign monopoly and for the domesti governmentregimes, is given by: 13



_NN = 1�+� �YLN ��LN + pF LFN �LL�XL+1��� XF+�m(v; S)� ; N(0) = N0;(25)where m 2 ff; dg stands for the foreign monopoly and the domesti govern-ment respetively, and�f (v; S)= pF�(v; S)N = v(1� �)� (1� �� �)v pFAF (vLF )1����X�FH(v; S)�;�d(v; S)= 0:3 Sustainable growth and property rightsregimes7When the property rights of the resoure belong to a foreign monopoly, theproblem for the follower ountry, PFf , is a stati problem. Stati demands forinputs in the �nal output setor in F are given by (4). Under this regime, theproblem for the leading ountry, PLf , is omposed of two dynami problems.Consumers hoose L and LF to maximize (20) subjet to (19). At the sametime, the monopoly �rm that manages the resoure determines v to maximize(12) subjet to (2). The salary wL and the interest rate r are given by (6)and (9), respetively.The main di�erene between the foreign monopoly and the domesti gov-ernment regimes is that the management of the resoure moves from themonopoly in L to the government in F , whih hooses v to maximize (16)subjet to (2). Thus, the problem for the follower ountry PFd, beomesdynami and the problem for the leader PLd involves onsumption deisionsas the unique dynami problem.The eonomies previously desribed fae a problem of environmentalshortage when agents have to restrit the optimal harvesting to rates whihare below the harvesting rate they would be hosen under a myopi manage-ment whih disregard the evolution of the resoure. The following propositionshows the fration of labor that the monopolisti agents employ to harvestingin the ase of a myopi management.7The proofs of the propositions in this setion are presented in Appendix A.14



Proposition 1 When agents do not take into aount the dynamis of thenatural resoure, the fration of labor alloated to output prodution under amyopi management either the monopoly in the leader ountry or the gov-ernment in the follower ountry, vmm, satisfy:0 < 1 + �1 + �� = vmm < 1; where � = 1� �� Æ�1� �� � > 1:The assumption of a sare natural resoure leads us to onentrate onequilibria with v > vmm, that is, equilibria with harvesting rates belowHmm = B [(1� (1 + �) = (1 + ��))LF ℄1�Æ ; the myopi harvesting rate.Depending on the market power of the trading eonomies, the terms oftrade, pF , an be exogenously �xed (una�eted by ountries deisions) andsupposed onstant when eonomies are small, or they an be endogenouslydetermined by the ountries deisions if large open eonomies are onsidered.For simpliity, we refer to this as the large open eonomies (LOE) senario,while the senario with no market power is denoted small open eonomies(SOE).For large open eonomies, the prie, pF , for a bilateral trade is determinedby equating the value of the �nal good traded from F to L, to the value ofthe intermediate goods sold from innovators in L to produers in F :LLpF LF = pjNXF : (26)De�nition 2 Given N(0) and S(0), and onsidering time paths for N , S,L, LF and v, suh that problems PLf � PFf and PLd � PFd are solved,two types of equilibria may appear:� Small open eonomies equilibrium: pF is exogenously �xed in the inter-national market and supposed onstant at value p̂F .� Large open eonomies equilibrium: pF is endogenously determined fromequation (26).In what follows, we onentrate exlusively on the steady-state equilibria.First we desribe the behavior of the di�erent variables along suh steady-state equilibrium.Proposition 3 If a steady-state equilibrium exists, along this path:15



� v, S, H, pF and r remain onstant;� YL, YF , L; LF , F , pH, wL, wF and N grow at rate r � �.Note that if v and S remain onstant, then the harvest rate, H, and theinterest rate, r, given by (9), will also be onstant. Moreover, output YF ,given by (3), will grow at the same rate as the number of intermediate goods,N . This rate will be onstant if and only if ~L = L=N is also onstant.8Therefore, the steady-state equilibrium in Proposition 3, will be obtained ifand only if variables v, S and ~L remain onstant. Therefore, a steady-stateequilibrium orresponds with a steady state of variables v, S and ~L. Letdenote these steady-state values by v�m, S�m and ~L�m, where the subsriptsm an be f; if a foreign monopoly regime is onsidered, or d if a domestigovernment manages the resoure.The main di�erene between the foreign monopoly and the domesti gov-ernment regimes has to do with where the revenues from harvesting aretransferred. In the domesti government regime these revenues, �, are in thehands of onsumers in F . Conversely, in the foreign monopoly regime, therevenues are transferred to L and its value in units of YL, pF�, is onsumedby onsumers in the leading eonomy. These revenues determine the gapin the per apita onsumption per unit of intermediate good between theforeign monopoly and the domesti government regimes.Proposition 4 The dynamis of the per apita onsumption per unit of in-termediate good in ountry L is::~L = ~L� 1� + � �2~LLL � (1� �)LLA 11��L � 2�1�� � �m(v; S)�� �� ; (27)and the steady-state per apita onsumption per unit of intermediate goodreads: ~L�m = �(� + �) + LLA 11��L � 2�1�� (1� �) + �m(v�m; S�m)2LL : (28)Corollary 5 Along the balaned path, if the foreign monopoly pro�ts at thesteady state, �(v�f ; S�f), are positive, then the per apita onsumption per unitof intermediate good in L is larger under the foreign monopoly regime thanunder the demesti government regime, ~L�f > ~L�d.8Along the steady-state equilibrium, the modi�ed shadow prie of the stok of thenatural resoure also remains onstant under both property right regimes, �d and �f .16



From the non-linearities in the prodution, harvesting and regenerationfuntions, a problem of multipliity in steady-state equilibria may arise (Fig-ure 1 illustrates an example with three balaned paths).
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CFigure 1: Monopoly regime. Example three balaned paths.Proposition 6 A steady-state equilibrium with vmm < v�m < 1, 0 < S�m < Cand ~L�m > 0, always exists. Furthermore, under suÆient ondition:� � 2�~g + �; (29)the equilibrium is unique.Given the non-linearity of funtions, expliit expressions of v�m; S�m; m 2ff; dg annot always be obtained for the two regimes. However, for thepartiular ase when the harvesting funtion does not depend on the stokof the resoure, � = 0, expliit expressions for these steady-state values anbe easily found:S�0f = S�0d = ~g � �2~g C < C2 ; v�0f = v�0d = 1� 1LF �(~g2 � �2)C4~gB � 11�Æ : (30)Thus, a neessary ondition for the positivity of S�0m ; m 2 ff; dg is ~g > �,whih also guarantees that v�0m < 1; m 2 ff; dg. That is, the intrinsi growth17



rate of the resoure must be greater than the rate of temporal disount, inorder for a feasible interior steady state to exist.Moreover, when � = 0, the assumption of environmental shortage, that isondition v > vmm, requires the harvesting to be below the myopi extration,Hmm, whih is equivalent to ondition ~g < ~g+mm, where~g+mm = 2HmmC +s�2HmmC �2 + �2: (31)Note that the steady-state values oinide when the resoure is managedby a unique owner, that is, a foreign monopoly or the domesti government,S�0f = S�0d . As we will see later on, this result is not exlusive for � = 0, butapplies for any value of � 2 [0; 1℄.When � 6= 0, i.e. when the stok of the resoure a�ets harvesting andthus it a�ets the prodution of �nal output in the follower ountry, even ifS�m annot be expliitly obtained, its impliit haraterization allows us toompare the stoks of the natural resoure at the steady state, depending onthe two di�erent property rights regimes.At the steady state, the growth rate of the onsumption of the domestigood in ountry F equals r � �. Therefore, the dynamis of the modi�edshadow pries in (14) and (18) are the same. For a given v and S, the foreignmonopoly and the domesti government value the resoure identially. Asa onsequene, equation (13) oinides with (17) and for a given S, bothmonopolisti managers present the same behaviour, hoosing the same laborin the resoure setor. Sine equation (2) desribes the dynamis of theresoure under both regimes, the steady-state value of the labor demand ineah setor and the stok of the resoure are independent on the loationof the property rights of the natural resoure. The next proposition olletsthese results.Proposition 7 When the resoure is monopoly-owned either by a foreignmonopolisti �rm in the leading ountry or by the government in the followerountry, along the balaned path, the stok of the natural resoure and theshare of labor devoted to the �nal-output setor oinide under both propertyrights regimes. That is, S�f = S�d and v�f = v�d.At the steady state, the terms of trade for large open eonomies are ob-tained taking into aount the optimal onsumption deisions in the leading18



eonomy and the balaned trade equation (26):p�Fm = ( ~L�mLL)1��(v�mLF )1����AF (H(v�m; S�m))���+1 ; m 2 ff; dg: (32)Corollary 8 Along the balaned path, the terms of trade of large open eo-nomies are larger under the foreign monopoly regime than under the domestigovernment regime, p�F f > p�F d.A straightforward onsequene of Corollary 5 is that the value of theonstant demand for the imported onsumption good in the leading ountryunder the monopoly regime is above that under the domesti governmentregime (see the �rst equation in (23)). However, in the follower eonomy, fromequation (7) and Proposition 7, the demand for eah imported intermediategood as a funtion of the terms of trade is the same upward sloping andonvex funtion under both regimes. Thus, the balaned trade equation (26)onludes that the terms of trade are higher under foreign monopoly thanunder domesti government management.The next proposition states the long-term growth rates for small and largeopen eonomies under the two property rights regimes onsidered.Proposition 9 Along a steady-state equilibrium the eonomies in both thetehnologial leading and follower ountries grow at the same rate given by: = 1� ��(� + �) [XL +XF ℄� �; (33)whih for the di�erent senarios partiularizes as follows:� Small open eonomies (SOE)soem = (1��)� 21���(�+�) �LLA 11��L + (LFv�m) 1����1�� AF 11��H(v�m; S�m) �1�� p̂ 11��F ���;m 2 ff; dg.� Large open eonomies (LOE)loem = (1 + �)"(1� �)� 2�1��2(� + �) LLA 11��L � �# + 1� �2(� + �)�m(v�f ; S�f);m 2 ff; dg. 19



Corollary 10 The long-run growth rates for SOE oinide under a foreignmonopoly and the domesti government regimes, soef = soed . For LOE, if themonopoly pro�ts at the steady state, �(v�f ; S�f), are positive, then the long-run growth rate under a foreign monopoly is higher than under the domestigovernment regime, loef > loed :The rate of return on investment is positively related with the joint de-mand of eah intermediate good made by output produers in both ountries(see equation (9)). We have just seen that, for large open eonomies, theterms of trade are better for the follower ountry when a foreign monopolymanages the natural resoure than under the domesti government manage-ment. This improvement in the terms of trade boosts the demand of eahintermediate good made by �nal output produers in the follower ountry,whih in turn pushes up the rate of return on investment and then the growthrate of the eonomies. In the ase of small open eonomies, due to their lakof market power, the terms of trade are the same exogenous onstant for thetwo regimes. Therefore, the rate of return on investment is una�eted by thedi�erent property rights regimes, and so will be the growth rate.4 Shared property9To avoid the \tragedy of the ommons", the property rights of the natu-ral resoure must be learly established. The environmental literature hasfrequently relied on a entral authority who stritly regulates the usage ofthe resoure (this is the ase in the two property rights regimes presentedabove). Alternatively, well de�ned property rights an be in the hands ofmany agents. Thus, next we onsider the distribution of the property rightsamong many equal agents who exploit their share of the resoure. In the aseof many managers of the resoure, institutions who guarantee the exlusiveaess for users to their individual allotment, must be developed. There existreal examples of this last ase (see, for example, Birdyshaw & Ellis (2007)and the real examples therein).In this setion we assume that eah onsumer in ountry F has an equalshare of the property rights assoiated with the natural resoure. Thus, thestok of the resoure managed by the representative agent is s = S=LF , and9The proofs of the propositions in this setion are presented in Appendix B.20



from (2) it evolves as:_s = ~gs�1� s��� b(1� v)1�Æs�; s(0) = s0; (34)where � = C=LF , b = BL��ÆF and s0 = S0=LF :The harvest rate of the representative agent reads:10h(v; s) = b(1� v)1�Æs�; b > 0; 0 < Æ < 1; 0 � � � 1: (35)The total harvest rate will be H(v; S) = LFh(v; s).Now eah onsumer in ountry F holds and manages the exploitation ofan equal perentage of the natural resoure. She reeives a salary per unit oflabor in the �nal output setor, and the inome from the extration of herresoure. Moreover, as long as she does not aumulate assets, her budgetrestrition is: F = vwF + pHh: (36)Thus, the optimization problem of the representative onsumer reads:maxv Z 10 u(F )e��tdt (37)s.t.: (36) and (34):The �rst-order onditions for optimality are given by:(�sp � 1)�H�v = wFpH LF ; (38)_�sp�sp = �� g0(s) + �h�s � 1�sp �h�s + _FF � _pHpH ; (39)where �sp is the shadow values of the resoure managed by a representativeonsumer, and �sp = �sp=(u0pH) the modi�ed shadow value, de�ned as theratio between the shadow value of the stok of the resoure (in terms of �naloutput) and its sale prie.To ensure that the resoure is a real restrition on prodution and growth,we study �rst the ase of an open-aess resoure, whih may lead to the\tragedy of the ommons". The following proposition shows the frationof labor that a single agent employs to harvesting in this ase of myopimanagement.10Note that b = BL��ÆF means that eah agent labor marginal produtivity under theshared-property regime mathes the global labor marginal produtivity when the resoureis monopoly-owned. 21



Proposition 11 When agents disregard the dynamis of the natural resoure,the fration of labor alloated to output prodution under open aess, voa,satis�es: 0 < voa = 1� < 1 + �1 + �� = vmm < 1:Therefore, the assumption of a sare natural resoure made on page 15,v > vmm, guarantees also the sarity when the resoure is managed by manyowner-users.Now, the problem in the leader ountry, PLsp, is desribed by a represen-tative onsumer who has to hoose L and LF to maximize (20) subjet to(22). The salary wL will be given by (6) and the rate of return r will be (9).In a symmetri fashion, the problem for the follower ountry, PFsp, onsidersa representative onsumer who has to hoose v to maximize (37) subjet to(34) and (36). The wage rate, wF , and the prie of the resoure, pH , will begiven by (4).When the property rights of the natural resoure are loated in the fol-lower ountry, the revenues from harvesting do not ow to onsumers in theleading eonomy. Therefore, onsumption in this ountry is una�eted byharvesting revenues. This is true regardless of whether the resoure belongsto the government or it is in the hands of many agents. Therefore, per apitaonsumption per unit of intermediate good at the steady state is equal underthe shared-property and the domesti government regimes: ~L�sp = ~L�d.When the harvesting funtion does not depend on the stok of the re-soure, � = 0, expliit expressions for these steady-state values an be easilyfound: s�0sp = ~g � �2~g � < �2 ; v�0sp = 1� �(~g2 � �2)�4~gb � 11�Æ : (40)As for the other two regimes, a positive s�0sp holds under ondition ~g > �,whih also guarantees v�0sp < 1. Moreover, when � = 0, under the shared-property regime, ondition v > 1=� says that the harvesting is below theopen-aess extration, hoa = b(1 � 1=�)1�Æ. At the steady state, this in-equality is equivalent to g(s�0sp) < hoa and this ondition is equivalent to~g < ~g+sp, where ~g+sp = 2hoa� +s�2hoa� �2 + �2: (41)22



Thus, the resoure is a real restrition on prodution if the intrinsi growthrate of the natural resoure is upper bounded.In this partiular ase in whih harvesting is independent of the stok ofthe resoure, S�0f = S�0d = LF s�0sp and v�0f = v�0d = v�0sp :The di�erenes in the optimal harvesting poliies when the property rightsof the resoure belong to a unique owner (the government), and when they arein the hands of many onsumers are shown by omparing systems (17)-(18)and (38)-(39). Contrary to the domesti government, the representative on-sumer does not know the demand funtion of the resoure. In onsequene,she does not disount the redution in the prie aused by an inrement inthe extration, whih inreases the marginal gains of labor in the harvestingsetor. Furthermore, when the manager of the resoure knows the proess ofprie formation, he aknowledges that a higher stok of the resoure leads tohigher harvesting and thus lower prie. The time evolution of the modi�edshadow value of the representative onsumer disregards this negative e�et.This di�erent behaviour indues that, along the balaned path, the do-mesti government follows a more onservationist poliy, shown by a greaterstok of the resoure. However, the omparison of labor demand on theresoure setor is not utterly determined.Proposition 12 Assuming a unique11 and asymptotially stable balanedpath with v� 2 (vmm; 1), S� 2 (0; C) and ~L� > 0, then S�sp < S�f = S�d,although v�sp an be greater, lower or equal to v�m, with m 2 ff; dg. However,under ondition (29), then v�sp < v�f = v�d.The previous proposition states that if the natural resoure is managed bya monopoly �rm in L, or by the government in F , then the natural resoureis better onserved (in the sense of a higher stok in the long-run), than ifthe resoure is exploited by many owners in the follower ountry. Now animmediate question arises: is this higher stok of the resoure neessarilylinked with a slower eonomi growth? To answer this question in a bilateraltrade framework, �rst we have to look at the terms of trade.At the steady state, the terms of trade for large open eonomies are ob-tained taking into aount the optimal onsumption deisions in the leading11Note that the steady-state equilibrium under shared property may not be unique. Suf-�ient ondition for uniqueness under monopolisti management (29), also applies undershared property. 23



eonomy and the balaned trade equation (26) is:p�F sp = ( ~L�spLL)1��(v�spLF )1����AF (LFh(v�sp; s�sp))���+1 ; (42)The next proposition states the long-run growth rates for small and largeopen eonomies under the shared-property regime. The proof follows thesame pattern that proof of Proposition 9.Proposition 13 Along a steady-state equilibrium the eonomies in both thetehnologial leading and follower ountries grow at the same rate given by:� Small open eonomies (SOE)soesp = (1��)� 21���(�+�) �LLA 11��L +(LFv�sp)1����1�� AF 11��[LFh(v�sp; s�sp)℄ �1�� p̂ 11��F ���:� Large open eonomies (LOE)loesp = loed = (1 + �)"(1� �)� 2�1��2(� + �) LLA 11��L � �# :Corollary 14 For SOE, the long-run growth rates oinide under the foreignmonopoly and the domesti government regimes, soef = soed , although theyan be higher or lower than under the shared-property regime. For LOE,if the foreign monopoly pro�ts at the steady state, �(v�f ; S�f), are positive,then the long-run growth rate under foreign monopoly is higher than undereither the shared-property or the domesti government regimes, whih sharethe same growth rate, loef > loesp = loed :The long-run growth rates under the foreign monopoly and the domestigovernment regimes are ompared in Corollary 10. We add now the shared-property regime.We �rst explain the results for the shared-property and the domesti gov-ernment regimes, onsidering the ase of large open eonomies. When theproperty rights of the resoure are loated in the follower eonomy the pro�tsfrom resoure harvesting do not reah onsumers in the leading eonomy. In24



this ountry, the onsumption of domesti good is the same onstant regard-less of whether the property rights are in the hands of either many ownersor the government in the follower eonomy. The same happens with the on-sumption of the imported good expressed in units of output in L, pF LF (LHSof the balaned trade equation (26)). In the follower eonomy, the share oflabor in eah setor and the stok of the natural resoure at the steady statedo not neessarily oinide under domesti government and shared-propertyregimes (ontrary to what happens when domesti government and foreignmonopoly regimes are ompared). Therefore, the �nal output produers inthe follower eonomy may present a di�erent demand funtion for interme-diate goods, expressed as an upward slope funtion of the terms of trade. Ifthe demand urve under shared property is higher (resp. lower) than underthe domesti government, the terms of trade will be lower (resp. higher), sothat from the balaned trade equation (26), the imported amounts oinideunder both regimes. As a onsequene, the rate of return on investment innew goods is the same under both regimes and so will be the growth rate ofthe eonomies.When the two ountries are small, the terms of trade are an exogenousonstant. Therefore, a higher demand urve onduts to a higher importedamount and thus, a higher growth rate. The demand urve and onsequentlythe growth rate under shared property an be higher or lower than undermonopolisti management.When omparing the shared-property and the domesti government regimes,from the two previous results it follows that the gap in the terms of trade forlarge open eonomies has opposite sign to the gap in growth rates for smallopen eonomies.Resorting to numerial simulations, we ompare the growth rates for SOEand the terms of trade for LOE, when the property rights of the resoureare in the follower ountry either in the hands of many agents or a uniqueowner. This omparison an be done evaluating the following expression forthe di�erent regimes:�(v�k; S�k) = v�k1����(1� v�k)�(1�Æ)S�k��; k 2 fsp; f; dg: (43)For this numerial analysis we assume � = 0:3; � = 0:3; Æ = 0:1; LF =LL = 1; for whih voa = 0:5970; and vmm = 0:8652. From the hypothesisLF = 1 it follows that B = b; C = � and S = s. To establish the remainder ofthe parameters that de�ne the regeneration and the harvesting funtions, we25
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Figure 2: Comparison long-run growth rates: Monopoly vs. shared-propertyregimesfous on the extreme ase in whih myopi management leads to exhaustion.Next lemma ollets suÆient onditions for this behaviour:Lemma 15 The stok of the resoure harvested by a unique and myopimanager is exhausted under suÆient onditions:~g � B ��(�� 1)1 + �� LF�1�Æ ; C � (2� �) 2��1��1� � ; (44)where at least one inequality stritly holds.Notie that under onditions in lemma 15, a non-myopi monopolistimanager will behave less aggressively, and hene, v�m > vmm.When onditions (44) hold in equality, they desribe a situation in whihthe harvesting e�ort under myopi administration lies in the hedge of extin-tion. Let assume that this ours for an intermediate value of the elastiityof harvesting with respet to the stok of the resoure, �̂ = 0:5. Furthermore,we also assume that suÆient ondition for uniqueness in (29) holds, for thisvalue of �. >From these onditions, the parameters related to the naturalresoure setor, ~g, C and B an be derived.Figure 2 depits the values �(v�k; S�k) as a funtion of �, for the twomonopolisti property rights regimes (a ontinuous line) and for the shared-property regime (a dashed line), �xed all other parameters.26



>From this �gure we an onlude that the long-run growth rates for SOEunder the monopoly property rights regimes, soef = soed , an be higher orlower than under the shared-property regime soesp . Furthermore, for the givenparameters' values, as � inreases \eteris paribus", the more likely is thatthe long-run growth rate under a monopolisti regime surpasses the growthrate under the shared-property regime, and the wider is the gap betweenthem and vie versa. The opposite behaviour arises as � approahes 0.The terms of trade for LOE ompare inversely as funtion �(v�k; S�k) inFigure 2. In onsequene, the terms of trade for small values of � are largerunder monopolisti management than under share property, and vieversa.The di�erenes between the growth rates for SOE (or the terms of tradefor LOE) under the di�erent property rights regimes does not reproduedi�erenes in the shares of labor in eah setor. In partiular, for the hosenparameter values, numerial solutions show that v�m > v�sp for any � 2 (0; 1).(see Figure new???)The qualitative behaviour desribed in Figure 1 and new?? is robust tohanges in all parameters values. Only for a very small �̂ funtions �(v�k; S�k)do not ross, but the growth rate under monopolisti management is alwayshigher than under shared property.5 Conluding remarksWe have studied a trade model between two asymmetri eonomies. One ofthem is a tehnologial leader while the other, a resoure dependent eonomy,is a tehnologial follower. Our results have proved that the distribution ofthe property rights of the natural resoure determines the long-run growthrates in both ountries. Moreover, di�erent property rights regimes drive todi�erent levels of the long-run natural resoure stok.When the resoure is monopoly-owned either by a monopolisti �rm in theleading ountry or by the government in the follower ountry, the long-runstok of the natural resoure and the share of labor devoted to the �nal-output setor oinide under both property rights regimes. However, whenboth eonomies are large, the terms of trade are greater under a foreignmonopoly regime than under the domesti government regime. As a onse-quene, the long-run growth rate is also higher.Moreover, if the natural resoure is managed by a foreign monopoly �rmin the tehnologial leading ountry, or by the domesti government in the27



follower, then the natural resoure is better onserved (in the sense of a higherstok in the long run), than if the resoure is exploited by many owners in thefollower ountry. However, if the eonomies are large, the long-run growthrate under a foreign monopoly regime is higher than under either the shared-property or the domesti government regimes, whih share the same growthrate.In the ase of small open eonomies, numerial simulations onlude thatthe long-run growth rates under the foreign monopoly regime or domestigovernment regime an be higher or lower than under the shared-propertyregime.Appendix AProof of Proposition 1.Under the myopi-management regime for a single owner either if theresoure is managed by a �rm in the leading ountry or the governmentin the following ountry, the fration of labor alloated to the �nal-outputsetor oinides. Note that if the monopoly �rm in the leading ountrybehaves myopially, he solves the maximization problem (12). Similarly, ifthe government in the follower ountry disregards the dynamis of the naturalresoure, he solves (16). From the neessary onditions for optimality, it isstraightforward to show that the following expression must be satis�ed inboth single owner senarios:wFLF +H�pH�v + pH �H�v = 0:After some simpli�ations we obtain: vmm = (1 + �)=(1 + ��).Proof of Proposition 3.Variables v and S annot grow inde�nitely at a non-zero onstant ratebeause they are lower and upper bounded (v 2 [0; 1℄ and S 2 [0; C℄). Thesevariables must be onstant on a steady-state equilibrium. Provided that Hdepends on v and S, whih are motionless, the harvesting also must remainonstant on a steady-state equilibrium.From (25) replaing the expression of the onsumption of imported goodsin the tehnologially leading ountry given in (23), the prodution funtion28



in this ountry (5), and taking into aount (4), we an onlude that thegrowth rate of N is onstant along the steady-state equilibrium if the on-sumption of national good in the leader ountry, L, grows at the same rateas the number of intermediate goods, N , and at the same time, the amountof intermediate goods used in the follower �nal-output setor, XF (v; S), isalso stationary. From equation (7) for XF to be onstant, sine v and H aremotionless, also the terms of trade, pF , must remain onstant.Taking into aount (9), provided that pF , v andH remain onstant alongthe steady-state equilibrium, the interest rate r is also onstant and equalto: r = � 21�� (1��) �LLA 11��L +LFv 1����1�� (pFAF ) 11��H �1���(�+�)� : (45)From (4) and (21) one gets that _F=F = _YF=YF . Taking into aount(3), (7) and (1) the growth rate of onsumption and �nal-output produtionof the follower ountry, follows:_FF = _YFYF = �1� � _pFpF + (1� �� �)(1� �v)(1� �)(1� v) _vv + _NN + ��1� � _SS : (46)Along the steady-state equilibrium, onstants v, S and pF allow us torewrite the growth rate of the �nal-output prodution, YF , and the on-sumption, F , in the follower ountry, in (46), equal to the growth rate ofthe number of intermediate goods, N (whih oinides with the growth rateof the national good onsumption in the leading ountry). Furthermore,by (23), sine pF remains onstant along the steady-state equilibrium, thegrowth rate of the imported good, LF , equals the growth rate of the nationalgood onsumption in the leading ountry.Sine �2YL = NXL, the growth rate of the prodution in the leadingountry also equals that of N , sine XL is onstant.Finally, provided that H remains onstant (4) shows that the prie ofthe natural resoure grows as the same rate as YF along the steady-stateequilibrium.Proof of Proposition 4.From the de�nition of ~L = L=N and its dynamis in (23)::~L~L = r � �� _NN :29



From this equation, the expression of r in (9), the dynamis of N in (25) andthe �rst order ondition in (23), the dynamis of the onsumption per unitof intermediate good in (27) immediately follows.Proof of Proposition 6.At the steady-state equilibria, the stok of the resoure has to be onstant:_S = G(S)�H(v; S) = 0; (47)whih gives a de�nition of v as a funtion of S:~v(S) = 1� 1LF  ~gS1�� �1� SC �B ! 11�Æ ; (48)that satis�es ~v(0) = ~v(C) = 1, ~v(S) < 1 8S 2 (0; C), and presents a mini-mum in ~S = (1� �)C=(2� �).To ompletely determine the steady-state equilibria we must also onsiderthe neessary onditions for optimality. Taking into aount (4) and (11),after some alulus, the neessary ondition (13) for the foreign monopoly(or (17) for the domesti government), an be rewritten as:�1� �� �v � (1� �)(1� Æ)1� v � (�m � 1)1� Æ1� v = 1� �� ��v :At the steady state, equation (14) or (18) vanishes. Furthermore, if � 6= 0,then �m an be written as a funtion of v and S:�m(v; S) = ��H(v; S)S(��G0(S)) + �H(v; S) :Replaing this last expression in the previous equation, and onsidering thatG(S) = H(v; S) at the steady state, then v an be written as a funtion ofS if �(S)(1 + ��)� �(1 + �) 6= 0:vm(S) = (�(S)� �)(1 + �)�(S)(1 + ��)� �(1 + �) ; (49)where �(S) = �(��G0(S))SG(S) = ~g(1� 2 SC )� �~g(1� SC ) :30



Funtion vm(S) is an hyperbola with an horizontal asymptote in vmm. Fur-thermore, di�erentiating in (49) and simplifying, we obtain:v0m(S) = �(�� 1)�(1 + �)�0(S)[�(S)(1 + ��)� �(1 + �)℄2 ;and sine �0(S) < 0 8S 2 (0; C), vm(S) is a dereasing funtion of S.We are looking for steady-state equilibria with v� 2 (vmm; 1). There-fore, sine the hyperbola presents a negative slope, we fous on the rightbranh. This right branh equals one at12 S�0 = (g � �)C=(2g). Sine~v(S) < 1 8S 2 (0; C), ~v(C) = 1, then an equilibrium exists within the regionof interest (vmm; 1) � (S�0; C). >From equation (28), the steady-state valueof ~Lm follows.Condition ~S � S�0 implies that ~v(S) inreases in the region of interest.Sine ~v(C) = vm(S�0) = 1 and vm(S) dereases, then this ondition is asuÆient ondition to avoid multiple equilibria, whih an be rewritten as(29).Proof of Proposition 9.The growth rate at the steady state an be obtained by the growth rate ofthe onsumption of the national good in the tehnologially leading ountryin (23). This growth rate equals r � �, where r is given in (45). Therefore,denoting this growth rate by oe, it an be written as follows:oe = 1� ��(� + �) [XL +XF ℄� �: (50)The expressions of the long-run growth rates is obtained by replaing in(50) the expressions of the amount of intermediate good used in the leaderand the follower ountries, XL and XF , given in (7).To derive the growth rate of the eonomies in the SOE senario, soe, theprie is assumed to be onstant and exogenously given, p̂F . Conversely, inthe LOE senario, the growth rate of the eonomies is obtained replaing theterms of trade, pF , by its stationary value, p�Fm, m 2 ff; dg given in (32).Substituting the value of p�Fm in (50) and simplifying, the di�erent growthrates loem in the statement of Proposition 9 follow.12S�0 is the steady-state value of the stok of the resoure when � = 0.31



Appendix BProof of Proposition 11.Under open aess, onsumers do not take into aount the dynamisof the natural resoure. They solve the maximization problem (37) subjetto their budget onstraint given by (36). From the neessary onditionsfor optimality and the de�nition of h in (35), it follows that wF (1 � v) =(1 � Æ)pHh: Taking into aount expressions in (4), the fration of laboralloated to the �nal-output setor, voa = 1=�, immediately follows.Proof of Proposition 12.This proof ompares the steady-state values of v and S under shared-property and domesti government (as already shown, this latter mathesthe results under foreign monopoly).When the natural resoure is managed by a unique owner, the steady-state equilibrium is de�ned by equating ~v(S) in (48) with vm(S) in (49),together with the expression of ~Lm in (28).When the property rights belong to many agents, following the same rea-soning as for the haraterization of vm(S), but onsidering the new neessaryonditions in (38) and (39), funtion vsp(S) an be obtained:vsp(S) = �(S)� ���(S)� � ; (51)where ��(S)� � 6= 0. This funtion behaves likewise as vm(S), i.e. it is anhyperbola with an horizontal asymptote in voa, v0sp(S) < 0 for all S 2 (0; C)and vsp(S�0) = 1.From expressions (49) and (51), and onsidering that �(S) < 08S 2(S�0; C), immediately follows that vsp(S) < vm(S) for any S 2 (S�0; C).Taking into aount that within this region vsp(S) and vm(S) ross ~v(S)from above, then S�sp < S�m.Funtion ~v(S) is not monotonous, therefore, v�m an be higher equal orlower than v�sp. However, under ondition (29), ~v(S) is a growing funtionwithin region (S�0 ; C), and onsequently, v�sp < v�m.Proof of Lemma 15.
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A myopi monopolist manager devotes an extration e�ort to the resouresetor equal to 1�vmm. We look for the onditions that irremediablemente??leads to extintion.For � 2 (0; 1), the steady state for the stok of the resoure is given byequation: H(vmm; S) = G(S):Note that only the right hand side of this equation is a�eted by parametersg and C, whih inrease the reprodution funtion. Equation above admitsa trivial solution S = 0. Furthermore, depending on the parameters thisequation may present one, two or none additional solutions. A unique interiorsolution would appear under tangeny:�H�S (vmm; S) = G0(S):From the two equations above, a unique interior solution appears when thefollowing ondition upon g and C holds:gC1�� = B ��(�� 1)1 + �� LF�1�Æ (2� �)2��(1� �)1�� : (52)Values of g and C, for whih the LHS of (52) lies below the RHS, would implythe non-existene of an equilibrium di�erent from S = 0. In onsequene,the resoure would be depleted.When � = 1, harvesting is linear in the stok of the resoure. A suÆientondition for extintion is to onsider the slope of the extration funtiongreater or equal to the slope of the regeneration funtion at S = 0, that is,�H�S (vmm; 0) � G0(0) , B ��(�� 1)1 + �� LF�1�Æ � ~g:Taking into aount the RHS of the last equivalene, the suÆient on-dition for the arrying apaity in (44), that guarantees the depletion of theresoure (i.e. the LHS below the RHS of (52)) an be easily derived.For � = 0 if ondition in lemma 15 hold (at least one in strit inequality)then immediately follows that H(vmm; S) > G(C=2), whih means that theharvesting, independent of S, is greater than the maximum reprodution.Therefore the resoure is depleted. 33
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